
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MUSIC PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

The music publishing market is driven by the monetary as well as publicity benefits Music Publishing Market - Global
Industry Analysis, Size, Share, Growth.

This segment still holds a considerable hold on the global market and shall witness a growth rate of 5.
Synchronization licensing pertains to music used in movies, music videos, TV, and other emerging media.
However, music companies could lose lucrative business opportunities to artistes who publish their own
compositions and albums. The music publishing market is part of a multibillion-dollar industry, and has
evolved remarkably in recent times. The growth of the market is dependent on the progress of stream
applications efficiently harnessed by music companies. Some of the prime advantages derived from music
publishing are better and seamless industrial contacts, convenience in monetary transactions, and security to
intellectual property rights among others. This includes the training of financial statements available for public
ingesting. Introduction of wireless technologies have enables huge scope for movement and transmission of
music across borders, thereby growing the consumer base and further growth potential. It is also based on a
meticulously structured methodology. Request Report Methodology The music publishing industry is
currently witnessing a course-altering transformation. Harry Fox Agency collections. The service involves
brief, studying, checking and reporting of the financial contacts to tax collection activities and objects. The
loss of mechanical revenues is offset by fast growing digital revenues. The decline in physical sales ie CDs has
significantly affected the mechanical income of music publishers Opportunities The increasing consumption
of music through music streaming services is seeing current growth in the industry globally, though it is in its
early stages Increasing need for music as part of content creation. North America, especially The United
States, will still play an important role which cannot be ignored. The Asia-Pacific will occupy for more market
share in following years, especially in China, also fast growing India and Southeast Asia regions. Therefore,
data mechanical collections by Harry Fox Agency and similar U. The survey includes royalty data from the
industry collective management society APRA AMCOS for performing and mechanical rights, but only in
relation to royalties flowing through to music publishing companies and not including money paid directly to
songwriters and composers. Mechanical fees from licensing physical sound carriers significantly lost ground,
whereas revenues from licensing music performances and especially from online music providers increased.
Thus, the growing music publishing market was fuelled primarily by the market entrance of independent
music publishers, in particular BMG Rights Management and Kobalt. This Music Publishing Market report
has been combined with a variety of market segments such as applications, end users and sales. The revenue
of Universal Music Group Publishing increased by  Contact Us:. Curbing piracy has become even more
difficult in the digital age. These methods help to analyze markets on the basis of thorough research and
analysis. This creates a complex international legal landscape for music licensing. To sum up, the music
publishing market shows no signs of a crisis, although in some segments â€” private copying, recording and
reprography â€” the revenue is declining for years now. Furthermore, the music publishing industry has, for
years, been grappling with the issue of piracy that has erodes profit margins. In Australia, the collecting
society for performing rights and mechanical rights in musical works is APRA AMCOS Music publishing is
the primary right that needs to be cleared for any synchronisation - the song can always be re-recorded but not
re-written Synchronisation is a business-to-business activity and therefore not subject to piracy Music
publishers have well developed and flexible licensing practices that enable them to efficiently serve the
market. American companies are highly responsible in building the required infrastructure of this market while
making efficient networks with existing and budding artists, giving them international platforms, and building
local and regional platforms. Evolution of wireless technologies in the space of entertainment and recreation is
a major catalyst of this market. The sales of cassettes and CDs have nosedived, and this traditional market is
being replaced by new revenue sources such as mobile music outlets, digital streaming, wireless music
subscription services, and more. Geographically, United States is the largest regional market for music
publishing. Musical works are currently well protected by copyright law in developed countries It's a sector of
the music business that has a history of working collectively through well-organised collecting societies
internationally. The market is scattered with a number of international, regional and local players.


